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The 1960s was the decade that saw the enormous growth 
of brands in the Western world. At that time most consumer 
knowledge of brands was gained through direct contact with 
branded products or carefully planned advertising promoting 
those products and, as a consequence, authoritative 
definitions of the brand concept from this time reflected this 
limited consumer contact. They focused on three critical 
elements, namely that:

  the content of a brand was a visible SIGN or SYMBOL  
of some kind attached to a physical product

  this acted to IDENTIFY the ORIGIN of any product that 
was marked with that sign or symbol

  and as a result the product was DIFFERENTIATED  
from its competitors.

The growth of mass media and particularly the internet over 
the last 20 years has led to consumers having far more 
opportunities to ‘interact’ with their chosen products and this 
has, in turn, caused brand theorists to extend the definition to 
include the effects of this far more complex brand environment. 
Nowadays brands are considered to be ‘everything that 
a product or service provider does that gets noticed’. 
Products continue to be regarded as fixed entities that have 
the same characteristics for all potential buyers e.g. size, price 
or colour, but brands are now conceptualised as psychological 
entities – a mixture of perceptions and feelings – created in the 

minds of potential consumers and, therefore, likely to vary 
from one person to the next e.g. value-for-money, beauty 
and aspirational value.

As a result brand owners now have to be aware of and 
control far more than the visual appearance of their products 
and promotional material. However, the visual elements of 
a brand still remain very important components within the 
total brand mix, particularly for companies offering physical 
products. Potential buyers are nowadays very accomplished 
at reading these visual elements, combining them with other 
brand ‘clues’ (in our case product reviews, performance and 
after-sales service, for example) and building a mental picture 
of the brand and its provider. The most experienced brand 
owners now pre-define very carefully the set of perceptions 
that they want to communicate about their company and its 
products and then ensure that all public communication of 
the brand reflects these desired perceptions.

Over the last 21 years dCS has used a number of different 
visual brand elements and, while not always used consistent 
in their application, they do nevertheless represent a very 
impressive and valuable bank of Visual Brand Identifiers. This 
Manual initially defines the key characteristics that we wish 
to communicate about dCS in all our communications and 
then offers guidance for reflecting these ‘values’ through the 
various elements of our visual brand.

01 >  The dCS Visual Brand Identity 
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Product 
Aesthetics

Printed Media 
e.g. Manuals 

and Datasheets

Electronic 
Media e.g. 

Website and 
Forum

The Role of the 

Visual Brand 

Elements within the 

Total Brand Mix

At dCS we produce a range of products that 

represent the very peak of performance within their 

category. Our bespoke ‘no-compromise’ approach 

to product development and manufacture comes 

at a high price but produces functionality that is the 

very best available.

As a result of this philosophy our brand has 

managed to associate with itself a number of critical 

defining characteristics that uniquely define dCS 

and all that we are perceived to represent to our 

potential and actual buyer franchise. These key 

characteristics that define our brand are that:

1.   dCS will only produce products that are 

functionally the very best in their category

2.   dCS will always provide the very best service 

without question to our consumers

3.   In everything that we do we will always adopt a 

philosophy of ‘no compromise’. 

02 >   Defining Characteristics  
of the dCS Brand 

Implemented 
so as to 

communicate 
the ‘Key 

Characteristics’ 
(and certainly 

avoid 
contradicting 

them) 

Key Brand 
Defining 

Characteristics

Key Visual 
Elements  
of Brand
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The dCS logo is the cornerstone of our visual brand identity. 

It identifies us to the world and serves as both a ‘tone of 

voice’ and a mark of quality.

The dCS strapline ‘Only The Music’ is considered part of the 

logo and so used on all literature to reinforce our brand values. 

In order to protect the integrity of our brand, the logo 

should never be replaced by any other typeface or 

presented in any other way than shown.

Shown below are some examples of the correct (and 

incorrect) presentation of the logo and strapline:

TYPEFACE:  

Caslon 540 italic

NOTE: Lowercase ‘d ’  

and uppercase ‘CS’.

TYPEFACE: Arial ONLY THE MUSIC
POSITIONING 

The strapline is displayed in capitals with no horizontal spacing 

and type size is relative to the width of the dCS logo. The strapline 

is placed beneath the logo with a gap equal to the height of the 

strapline, as displayed.

MINIMUM SIZE 

The minimum suggested reproduction  

size of the dCS logo is as shown.  

This size ensures the strapline is  

easily read at all times.

These are 

the colour 

combinations 

to be used for 

displaying the 

dCS logo. 

These are 

examples of 

how the dCS 

logo should 

NOT be 

presented. 

CORRECT PRESENTATIONS     4

�

INCORRECT PRESENTATIONS       X

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSICONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

ONLY THE MUSIC

18 mm  (6pt strapline)

03 >  The Logo 
 

<  Clear space around logo to be equal to the height of the strapline  >

<  Clear space around logo to be equal to the height of the strapline  >

< > 

These examples are 

primarily used for 

corporate literature

< > 

These examples are 

primarily used for 

promotional literature

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

Only original logo and artwork 

files, supplied by the dCS Brand 

Guardian, should be used.

dCS visual brand elements 

should never be recreated.  

All visual brand element files 

can be obtained in the following 

formats: EPS (CMYK), PDF, JPG 

(RGB), GIF & AutoCAD DWG. 

If you require another format, 

please contact the Brand 

Guardian on +44 1799 531999
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Positioning of the dCS logo is an important feature for all of 

our corporate communications. 

Horizontal positioning and placement should be consistent 

on every piece, both internal and external literature as well 

as both our Corporate and Promotional Literature.

The vertical positioning of the logo may vary depending on 

the nature of the piece. This allows greater flexibility when 

creating new and alternative pieces.

Shown below are some examples of varying layouts of 

dCS’s corporate material. 

03 >  The Logo 

ONLY THE MUSIC

General rules for the logo 

PAGE POSITIONING 

The logo should be right justified, 15mm from the edge of the page. The vertical position should be at 

15mm from the top of the page. *

These rules apply on the front/covering page of all communications. Please refer to the Corporate 

Literature and Packaging sections of this manual for examples of logo sign-off placement.  

* The 15mm margin guide is based on A4, US Letter and A3, landscape and portrait sized material. 

A6 & A5 size should use a 10mm margin. 

SIZING 

Please refer to 

both the Corporate 

and Promotional 

Literature sections of 

this manual for logo 

dimensions for  

each piece. 

15mm

15mm

ONLY THE MUSIC

PACKAGE POSITIONING

15mm

15mm

ONLY THE MUSIC ONLY THE MUSIC ONLY THE MUSIC

GENERAL EXAMPLES

Ureet vel iliquis nim am non henim zzrit usi 
loreriurem estom non quis

dCS Product Name 

Data Conversion Systems Limited, Mull House, Gt. Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden,  

Essex, CB10 1PF,  United Kingdom. Tel: +44 1799 531999 Fax: +44 1799 531681 Email: info@dcsltd.co.uk

www.dcsltd.co.uk

Data Conversion Systems Limited, Mull House, Gt. Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden,  

Essex, CB10 1PF,  United Kingdom. Tel: +44 1799 531999 Fax: +44 1799 531681 Email: info@dcsltd.co.uk

www.dcsltd.co.uk

Xero odip exero conse te facip 
erOn ex ex endreet, quis dolor sim 
doloborem zzriure tem vullaor sed 
exer alis nos nulla corem volor in 
heniate magnim quisis del ercing 
er ad tio con volore velendit luptat 
venim do erciduisi.

Atue velis numsan ea feugiat 
utem ver adipsustisi et landrercing 
estrud ex et ad

Xero odip exero conse te facip 
erOn ex ex endreet, quis dolor sim 
doloborem zzriure tem vullaor sed 
exer alis nos nulla corem volor in 
heniate magnim quisis del ercing 
er ad tio con volore velendit luptat 
venim Atue velis numsan ea feugiat 
utem ver adipsustisi et landrercing 
estrud ex et ad

Xero odip exero conse te facip 
erOn ex ex endreet, quis dolor sim 
doloborem zzriure tem vullaor sed 
exer alis nos nulla corem volor in 
heniate magnim quisis del ercing 
er ad tio con volore velendit luptat 
venim do erciduisi.

Atue velis numsan ea feugiat 
utem ver adipsustisi et landrercing 
estrud ex et ad

Xero odip exero conse te facip 
erOn ex ex endreet, quis dolor sim 
doloborem zzriure tem vullaor sed 
exer alis nos nulla corem volor in 
heniate magnim quisis del ercing 
er ad tio con volore velendit luptat 
venim Atue velis numsan ea feugiat 
utem ver adipsustisi et landrercing 
estrud ex et ad
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The Pulse is a key element of dCS’s visual brand identity and 

is featured on all of our literature.

The relationship between the Pulse and the dCS logo is 

consistent, even though they are visually separated. 

The placement and positioning of the Pulse is based 

on the size and positioning of the logo. The Pulse is 

to be only to be used on the front/covering page of 

any communication, although the Pulse Line can be 

continued throughout a spread.

04 >  The Pulse 
 

General rules for the Pulse

PAGE POSITIONING 

As with the logo, the Pulse should always be right justified so the actual pulse element is positioned 

15mm from the edge of the page and 7.5mm from the bottom.* The height of the Pulse should be 

two times the height of the logo.

PAGE POSITIONING 

Not to scale

PACKAGE POSITIONING 

Not to scale

NOTE: The Pulse line should 

only ever be reproduced in 

dCS Silver

ONLY THE MUSIC

x2 height  

of the logo 

15
m

m

7.5mm

15mm* The 15mm margin guide 

is based on A4, US Letter 

and A3, landscape and 

portrait sized material.  

A6 & A5 size should use a 

10mm margin, 5mm  

from bottom. 

This example show’s where footer  

information should be positioned.

www.dcsltd.co.uk

Product Description

7.5mm

7.5mm

15mm

15mm

15mm

15mm

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

Only original logo and artwork 

files, supplied by the dCS Brand 

Guardian, should be used.

dCS visual brand elements 

should never be recreated.  

All visual brand element files 

can be obtained in the following 

formats: EPS (CMYK), PDF, JPG 

(RGB), GIF & AutoCAD DWG. 

If you require another format, 

please contact the Brand 

Guardian on +44 1799 531999
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Colour is a very important element of our visual brand 

identity and provides a strong visual link to our brand 

identity. It is used across a wide range of applications.

Black, white, silver (or grey) and blue serve as our corporate 

colors for all applications.

Depending on the nature of the communication, only black 

or white should be used as the base background colour. 

When reproducing printed literature, for the best possible 

results the black should be printed 4-colour as a shiner and 

the silver should be printed as a spot colour.

BLACK

Pantone ref.: Black 

C:50 M:50  Y:50  K:100 

R:25  G:25  B:25 

HEX#:  000000

Primarily used as a base colour 

on all printed media, packaging 

and copy.

WHITE

HEX#:  f f f f f f

Primarily used as a base colour on 

reference material and adverts. 

GREY

C:0 M:0  Y:0  K:40 

R:155  G:158  B:157 

HEX#:  9b9e9d 

BLUE

Pantone ref.: 299 

C:85 M:19  Y:0  K:0 

R:0  G:157  B:220 

HEX#:  009ddd 

Should only be used on digital 

or printed pieces where budget 

or production parametres do not 

allow reproduction of the silver.

Should only be used to highlight 

our telephone number, email 

and the website address and 

occasionally to support page 

elements, such as tables and lines.

SILVER

Pantone ref.: 877 

C:0 M:0  Y:0  K:40 

R:155  G:158  B:157 

HEX#:  9b9e9d

Primarily used on the Logo, Pulse 

and to highlight page elements, 

such as tables and lines.

NOTE:  

Silver foil-blocking is permitted in 

favor of silver lithographic printing.

05 >  Corporate Colours 
 

Corporate colour palette
NOTE:  

Usage of colour tints of the 

black, silver and blue are 

permitted to support page 

elements, such as tables 

boxes & borders.
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We have adopted both Helvetica Neue 45 Light and 75 Bold 

as our corporate typefaces because we feel these most 

accurately reflect our tone of voice.

For online media Arial can be used as a substitute for 

Helvetica Neue.

Helvetica Neue 45 Light is used for all body copy with 75 

Bold only being used for titles/headers and (in blue) to 

highlight the website address. 

We use sentence case for every communication.

Helvetica Neue 45 Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Neue 75 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Arial (for online use)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

06 >  Typefaces & Styles

NOTE:  

As presented throughout 

this manual, wherever the 

company name is referred to, 

Caslon 540 italic should be 

used, as shown ‘dCS’
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We have defined dCS’s corporate literature suite on 

materials that range from basic stationery through  

to that which supports both our promotional material  

and products.

Two definitive styles, which compliment their individual 

functions, have emerged.  

These rules should be adhered to at all times in order to 

retain consistency.

07 >  Corporate Literature

Stationery        Supporting literature  

LETTERHEAD 

Both continuation paper and compliment slips are based 

on this letterhead design. The 15mm margin guide is strictly 

adhered to in all cases to allow maximum usable space.

PRODUCT MANUAL 

Black is used as a base colour for all of our supporting literature covers. Positioning of the Logo and 

Pulse should be as outlined in previous sections, however, the margin has been increased to the left 

to help add prominence of to title 

ONLY THE MUSIC

Company Registered in England No. 2072115  VAT No. GB 432 2762 69  Environment Agency Producer No. WEE/AD0707UW

Data Conversion Systems Limited, Mull House, Great Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden,  

Essex, CB10 1PF,  United Kingdom Tel: +44 (0)1799 531999 Fax: +44 (0)1799 531681 Email: info@dcsltd.co.uk

www.dcsltd.co.uk

ONLY THE MUSIC

www.dcsltd.co.uk

Debussy DAC 
Digital-to-Analogue Converter

x2 height  

of the logo NOTE: When reproducing, all 

silver elements, where budget 

permits, should be foil-blocked.

15mm

45mm

Title 

vertically 

centralised 

between 

features

NOTE: The Logo and 

Pulse line should be 

reproduced in dCS Silver

The logo should be right 

justified, 15mm from the 

edge of the page. The 

vertical position should be 

15mm from the top. 

The Pulse should be 

positioned 7.5mm from the 

bottom. The height of the 

Pulse should be two times 

the height of the logo. 

ONLY THE MUSIC
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07 >  Corporate Literature
Examples of supporting literature use

PRODUCT BROCHURE

The information in the product brochure is split into multiple sections to  

allow for easy progression through the literature.

In addition to silver foil blocking of the logo and Pulse on the front cover, the  

‘ONLY THE MUSIC’ text is printed as spot UV to give an extra feel of quality.

For the page layout, a bar is introduced to the page header. This is to allow  

the product information to be held in position on the page rather than it appear  

to be floating, whilst also mirroring the Pulse at the base. The new bar is set in  

blue at a thick weight to help visually draw the viewers eye to the page header.

Large hero shots are still apparent whilst multiple images are used on other pages  

to show the technical details, various sections of products and the variety on offer.

The page must always start with a headline to introduce the subject and can be  

followed by either images or copy. There is a four-column grid in place which is  

flexible and dynamic. You may position multiple images over the columns which  

must be always be separated by white key lines. The grid also allows for quotes  

to be positioned on the page if the need arises.

ONLY     
 THE 
MUSIC

Digital Audio Excellence

We can make the 
data on a CD or 

computer file sound 
more like the original 

recording than any 
other hi-fi system. 

Perhaps the most important part of the 
music playback process is the digital to 
analogue conversion: this is when the 
digital data on a CD or computer file  
is converted into an analogue signal –  
the music we hear through speakers. 

It is this process that dCS has been refining  
for 25 years and, by making the world’s most 
advanced digital-to-analogue converters (DACs),  
master clocks and digital-to-digital converters 
(D2D), we can make the data on a CD or 
computer file sound more like the original 
recording than any other hi-fi system. 

Over the years we have demonstrated to  
music lovers worldwide that, by separating  
the key functions of the digital playback chain, 
you can achieve huge sonic benefits and 
extraordinary musicality. For that reason a 
typical dCS reference system will comprise up 
to four separate units: Upsampling CD/SACD 
Transport, Digital-to-Digital Converter, Digital- 
to-Analogue Converter and Master Clock.  
The positive contribution that each makes  
to the overall musical performance can  
easily be heard. 

All dCS products express the same values  
of musical and technical excellence and, by 
utilising the same key technologies across the 
ranges, we can be sure that, whatever the 
source, the musical performance is guaranteed. 

Performance is Everything

At dCS we only build audio products that are 
best in their class. Because of our unique 
architecture dCS products are not constrained 
by conventional design approaches. As a result 
we are able to focus on creating innovative 
technologies and products that transcend the 
ordinary in terms of both technical performance 
and subjective listening. The result? A uniquely 
musical experience of unrivalled emotional 
clarity and intensity.

People Matter

As a result of our commitment to innovation and 
leading the field in digital audio, we employ some 
of the best and brightest talent in the industry. At 
dCS our entire reputation depends on our people 
and it is these talented engineers, designers and 
technicians who have helped us to continually 
redefine the state of the art in digital audio.

Anticipate the Future

At dCS we recognise that technology is 
constantly changing. Our product architecture 
is completely flexible and modular allowing us to 
continually improve our products so music lovers 
can build and expand their dCS system over time. 
This means an investment in dCS will provide 
listeners with an unrivalled musical and technical 
performance now and long into the future.

Test and Test and Test Again

State of the art measured performance is our 
number one requirement. For this reason we 
cannot use conventional test hardware and 
software because dCS products exceed the 
capability of standard test equipment. Every unit 
we manufacture is rigorously tested using dCS 
converter technology that has been designed, 
developed and improved throughout our life at 
the cutting edge of digital audio.

Form Must Follow Function 

At dCS our ambition is to make world beating, 
life-enhancing products. Our design approach 
is to balance world class craftsmanship with 
leading edge technology. There is a rich history 
of ground breaking innovation inside every dCS 
unit and we only use materials and components 
that are of the very highest quality.

Made in the UK

A typical dCS product is assembled by hand 
with a total build time of around one week. 
From the original concept to the point of 
shipping, we are proud to say that everything 
is designed, tested and manufactured in our 
Cambridge, UK, factory.

Our Design Philosophy

Vivaldi Highlights

Vivaldi DAC

n  Features standard digital inputs in 
addition to an asynchronous USB 
interface. The enhanced digital volume 
control allows direct connection to a 
power amplifier so that in the majority 
of systems there is no need for a 
separate preamplifier. Maximum output 
can be set at either two or six volts 
to suit different amplifier and speaker 
combinations.

n  Featuring the latest generation dCS 
Digital Processing Platform designed 
to handle all high resolution musical 
formats up to DXD (24 bit data at 352.8 
and 384kS/s) plus DSD. The optimised 
DSP filters available will ensure you can 
extract every last nuance of musical 
detail and emotion by tuning the system 
to suit your personal preference.

n  Utilises the latest generation of our 
state-of-the-art dCS Ring DAC™ that 
delivers enhanced dynamic range, 
reduced jitter, improved channel 
separation and greatly improved 
musical realism. 

Vivaldi Upsampler

n  Accesses music from any digital source 
and converts the audio from its native 
sample rate to either high resolution 
DXD (24 bit data at 352.8 or 384kS/s), 
DSD (1 bit data at 2.822MS/s) or 
standard high resolution PCM (24 bit 
data up to 192kS/s).

n  Network connectivity to stream high 
resolution audio files stored on a computer 
or on network storage via UPnP™. 
Asynchronous USB input also allows 
direct connection of a PC, supporting 
high resolution audio up to and including 
24/192kS/s and DOP (DSD over PCM). 

n  Apple™ authenticated and supports 
playback of iPod™/iPhone™ stored 
digital media, bypassing the internal 
DAC to ensure optimal performance. 

n  An array of independently selectable 
digital inputs and filter options elevates 
the performance of Red Book CD from 
CD Players or high resolution audio 
from digital streamers and servers to  
a previously unsurpassed level.

Vivaldi Transport

n  Extracts revelatory levels of detail 
from both CD and SACD. All signal 
processing is controlled by electronics 
designed by dCS. It uses the TEAC 
Esoteric VRDS Neo™ mechanism which 
provides a brushless motor with heavy 
flywheel for stable disc rotation and 
super rigid construction.  

n  Features a Dual AES output that 
supports dCS-encrypted DSD to a dCS 
DAC from CD or SACD. Also offers the 
option of upsampling CD data to DXD.

Vivaldi Master Clock

n  A powerful yet simple to use Grade 1 
master clock. Featuring two banks of 
clock outputs capable of outputting 
different frequencies, the new auto-
clocking mode in Vivaldi improves ease 
of use and minimises jitter.

n  Used as part of the Vivaldi digital audio 
playback system it improves on an 
already spectacular sound and takes 
it into an entirely new domain. Images 
snap into sharper focus and the music 
displays a substantially greater sense 
of authority and power as well as, most 
importantly, offering noticeably higher 
resolution of detail.

Vivaldi redefines state-of-the-art in 
digital playback and represents the 

pinnacle of our ‘no compromise’ 
approach to product design  

– setting a new standard for the 
future of digital audio.

Vivaldi

Featuring the latest 
groundbreaking technology 
from dCS, Vivaldi will 
transform your listening 
experience, taking your 
music collection to levels 
you have not heard before.

Vivaldi is a complete digital playback system that offers unmatched sonic and measured 
performance. Designed for maximum flexibility with an array of input and output configurations  
it is easily set up and optimised for music systems with various digital sources. 

Front cover Internal page spreads

Layout uses a 4 column grid

dCS blue is used 

for titles and pullout 

quotes to help  

draw them to the 

viewers eye.
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PRODUCT DATASHEET

Vivaldi DAC uses the latest groundbreaking 
technology from dCS including ‘next 
generation’ versions of the dCS Ring DAC™, 
Digital Processing Platform and Clocking 
System so that, as the hub of a digital audio 
system, an array of features guarantee 
amazing performance from any digital source. 

The unique design of the legendary dCS  
Ring DAC™ combines exceptional linearity 
with very high speed operation enabling it to 
deliver true 24 bit performance even at low 
signal levels. The latest generation of our  
Ring DAC™ incorporates a number of 
important technical advances that have 
resulted in it offering enhanced dynamic 
range, reduced jitter, improved channel 
separation and greatly improved musical 
realism. 

The powerful digital processing platform 
of Vivaldi DAC is based around Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chips, 

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips and  
a microcontroller system. All of these use 
code developed and maintained in the UK  
by dCS. Vivaldi DAC represents true state-
of-the-art in digital audio by offering twice 
the logic capacity of previous generations, 
emphasised by its unmatched sonic and 
measured performance. 

dCS were pioneers in the use of external 
clocks in digital audio systems and the 
redesigned multi-stage Phase-Locked-Loop 
(PLL) system used in Vivaldi DAC sets world-
beating standards for accuracy and control 
of troublesome jitter from the incoming audio 
stream. 

Vivaldi DAC features standard AES3, Dual 
AES, SDIF-2 and SPDIF inputs in addition 
to an asynchronous USB 2.0 interface. The 
enhanced digital volume control allows direct 
connection to a power amplifier so that in  
the majority of systems there is no need for  

a separate preamplifier. Maximum output  
can be set at either two or six volts to suit 
different amplifier and speaker combinations.

Featuring a completely new interface 
designed to handle all high resolution musical 
formats up to DXD (24 bit data at 352.8 and 
384kS/s) plus DSD, the optimised DSP filters 
available to Vivaldi DAC owners will ensure 
you can extract every last nuance of musical 
detail and emotion by tuning the system to 
suit your personal preference. 

The dCS ‘soft’ approach to programmable 
logic makes it extremely easy for users to 
update Vivaldi DAC software, whether adding 
new features, installing performance upgrades 
or adapting to changes in digital formats.

Used as a standalone DAC or as part of 
a complete Vivaldi digital audio playback 
system Vivaldi DAC gives a performance of 
effortless realism each and every time. 

The dCS Vivaldi range 
redefines state of the art 
in digital playback and 
represents the pinnacle 
of our ‘no compromise’ 
approach to product 
design and setting a 
new standard for the 
future of digital audio  
by delivering an 
unrivalled in-home 
musical experience. 

Vivaldi DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter

www.dcsltd.co.uk

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS KEY FEATURES

Since 1987 dCS has been at the forefront 
of digital audio – creating world beating, 
life-enhancing products that are a unique 
synthesis of exact science and creative 
imagination. Each of our award winning 
product ranges sets the standard within 
its class for technical excellence and 
musical performance. As a result our 
digital playback systems are unrivalled  
in their ability to make great music. 

All dCS products are designed and 
manufactured in the UK using only  
materials and components that are of the 
highest quality. A carefully judged balance 
of our unique heritage and world class 
engineering ensures there is a rich history  
of groundbreaking innovation inside every 
dCS system.

ABOUT dCS 

 Data Conversion Systems Ltd

  Unit 1 
Buckingway Business Park 
Swavesey 
Cambridgeshire 
CB24 4AE 
UK

 info@dcsltd.co.uk

 www.dcsltd.co.uk

 dCSonlythemusic

CONTACT dCS 
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Vivaldi DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter

Type Digital-to-Analogue Converter.

Colour Silver or Black.

Dimensions (WxDxH) 444mm/17.5” x 435mm/17.2” x 151mm/6.0” high. 
Allow extra depth for cable connectors. Allow space for air flow around the unit. 

Weight 16.2kg/35.65lbs.

Converter Type dCS proprietary Ring DAC™ topology.

Analogue Outputs Output Levels: 2V rms or 6V rms on all outputs for a full-scale input, set in the menu.
Balanced Outputs: 1 stereo pair on 2x 3-pin male XLR connectors (pin 2 = hot, pin 3 = cold) 
These outputs are electronically balanced and floating, the signal balance ratio at 1kHz is better than 40dB
Output impedance is 3Ω, maximum load is 600Ω (a 10kΩ-100kΩ load is recommended).
Unbalanced Outputs: 1 stereo pair on 2x RCA Phono connectors. 
Output impedance is 52Ω, maximum load is 600Ω (a 10kΩ-100kΩ load is recommended).

Digital Inputs USB 2.0 interface on a type B connector. Operates in asynchronous mode, will accept streamed PCM data 
up to 24 bits at 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 & 192kS/s and DOP (DSD over PCM). Can operate in USB Audio 
Class 1 or Class 2 mode.
4x AES/EBU on 3-pin female XLR connectors. Each will accept up to 24 bit PCM at 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 
176.4 & 192kS/s OR 2x Dual AES pairs at 88.2, 96, 176.4, 192, 352.8 & 384kS/s or dCS-encrypted DSD.
3x SPDIF on 2x RCA Phono and 1x BNC connectors. Each will accept up to 24 bit PCM at 32, 44.1, 48, 
88.2, 96, 176.4 & 192kS/s. 
1x SPDIF optical on a Toslink connector, will accept up to 24 bit PCM at 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 & 96kS/s.
1x SDIF-2 interface on 2x BNC connectors, will accept up to 24 bit PCM at 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 & 96kS/s  
or SDIF-2 DSD (auto-selected). If the unit is not in Master mode, this interface requires a compatible Word 
Clock input, locked to the data rate.

Word Clock I/O 3x Word Clock inputs on 3x BNC connector, accept standard Word Clock at 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4  
or 192kHz. The data rate can be the same as the clock rate or an exact multiple (0.125x, 0.25x, 0.5x, 1x,  
2x, 4x, 8x) of the clock rate. Sensitive to TTL levels.
Word Clock output on 1x BNC connector. In Master mode, a TTL-compatible 44.1kHz Word Clock is available.

Residual Noise Better than -113dB0 @ 20Hz-20kHz unweighted (6V Setting).

L-R crosstalk Better than -115dB0, 20-20kHz. 

Spurious Responses Better than -105dB0 @ 20-20kHz. 

Filters A choice of filter responses give different trade offs between Nyquist image rejection and the phase response.

Software Updates Loaded from CD-R or via USB interface.

Local Control dCS Premium Remote is supplied as standard.
RS232 (controlled by a third party device). 
A dCS-programmed Nevo Q50 is available for the Vivaldi range as an optional extra.

Power Supply Factory set for 100, 115, 220 or 230V AC, 49-62Hz.

Power Consumption 23 Watts typical/30 Watts maximum. 

n  Utilising the latest generation dCS Digital 
Processing Platform which offers state-
of-the-art measured performance and 
unrivalled musical experience. 

n  Designed for maximum flexibility by 
accepting audio data from a variety  
of digital sources. 

n  Flexible output configuration can be 
optimised in systems with and without 
pre-amplifiers.

n  Comprehensive clocking architecture 
plus an auto-clocking mode used in 
Vivaldi range improves ease of use and 
minimises jitter.

n  USB interface allows easy connection  
to a computer, accepting PCM data at 
up to 24/192 and DOP (DSD over PCM). 
The interface runs in Asynchronous USB 
mode, which makes the DAC immune  
to jitter from the typical computer’s  
noisy clock.

n  Improved power supplies give lower 
running temperature and improved 
tolerance to AC supply variations. 

n  Multi-stage regulation ensures sensitive 
analogue circuitry is not affected by digital 
interference. 

n  Features separate power circuits for the 
digital and analogue sections to further 
enhance the power supply cleanness.

n  Aerospace grade machined aluminum 
chassis fitted with tuned acoustic 
damping panels reduces magnetic effects 
and vibration.

PRODUCT DATASHEETS

These are generally white to give a clean and more technical feel. The layout is set so the front 

page features the product imagery and overview of the product, whilst the reverse contains the 

technical specifications.

The header bar is once again present to draw the viewer’s eye down to the headline, whilst the 

Pulse sits at the base and gives balance and a sign off.

The front page must always 

show the product name, whilst 

positioned underneath is a bar 

of multiple product shots.  

The copy is again utilising a 

four-column grid, which allows 

for a quote to be positioned 

within one of the columns.

TRAINING WORKBOOK

The front cover follows the styling of the adverts with the luxury dark grey background  

and large striking product shot.

The header bar allows for the logo and title to sit beneath whilst the Pulse bar sits at the 

base with the dCS logo and web address for sign off.

The internal pages are created from the PowerPoint training document so are simple  

in terms of design. A large image of each slide sits at the top third of the page with  

the main body copy placed beneath. This is laid out in a one column format.

Welcome To dCS�

Its an exciting time at dCS and since becoming Managing Director in 2009, I have been 
committed to making dCS the number one digital audio company on the planet. 

Digital audio and how we listen to music is changing all the time. One of the most crucial 
elements in our continued success is our global distributor and dealer network. 

At dCS we are constantly looking for partners who share our passion and commitment  
to delivering music lovers with an unrivalled in home musical experience. 

We have been working hard to improve our company and how we support our sales 
network and our products. This means you, as a dCS partner, will receive extensive 
training and support from us so that you in turn can provide our customers with a high 
level of service, attention to detail and an unmatched experience in music playback.

At dCS we are constantly innovating and improving. We know how important it is for  
you to have a strong portfolio of products to offer your new and existing customers.  
Our heritage shows that we have developed a succession of products that have shaped 
modern digital audio, these R&D efforts continue as we are currently designing products 
to meet the next generation of dCS customers. To bring these products to market we 
need to work together closely. Through this training we aim to develop a business 
partnership that enables new product development and growth opportunity. 

Yes, our products are high end - a combination of world class craftsmanship and leading 
edge technology; but for the people who buy dCS, our systems offer the chance to 
experience that unique, spine-tingling moment where the world stops and there is…  
Only the Music.

I hope you enjoy your training and welcome you to the team!

David Steven, Managing Director 



 1

www.dcsltd.co.uk

Training WorkbookdCS

Examples of supporting literature use

Layout uses a 4 column grid

On the reverse the technical 

specifications sit between the 

header and footer bar with 

the main information spread 

across one-column in a table 

format whilst other information 

sits within the remaining two.
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dCS’s promotional literature varies from media adverts  

and product information sheets to exhibitions stands.  

Although the nature of this material demands that it has 

very high visual impact, care should be taken to ensure

general rules are adhered to. Reproduction techniques 

should mimic that of our corporate literature to ensure our 

visual brand identity values are retained.
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General rules for promotional literature

Puccini CD/SACD Player and Puccini U-Clock

Puccini CD/SACD Player and Puccini U-Clock

Long live CD

CD is dead

...the choice is yours.

Loud & Clear Glasgow (0141) 221 0221

Loud & Clear Edinburgh (0131) 555 3963

Lintone Audio (0191) 477 4167

The Audio Works (0161) 428 7887

Blade Audio (01252) 737374

Available at:

“The best sounding, most satisfying digital playback 
system I’ve heard.”    STEREOPHILE

”Well there you have it: The best digital sources I’ve yet 
heard”    THE ABSOLUTE SOUND

”You see, it delivers digital sound the likes of which I 
simply haven’t come across before”    HI-FI WORLD

ONLY THE MUSIC

www.dcsltd.co.uk

dCS Puccini does not sound like anything else. 

21 years of digital expertise are delivered in a one 

box wonder that combines our unique upsampling, 

Ring DACTM, CD/SACD Player and filtering technology.

Add the Puccini U-Clock and its patent pending  

USB/SPDIF conversion and you have a complete  

high end system. 

CD, SACD or Music Server... the choice is yours. 

dCS Long Live_advert.indd   1 14/4/10   14:30:01
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MEDIA ADVERTISING

White is predominantly used for the base colour for all Promotional Literature,  

this allows greater flexibility and clarity.

The left and right margins have been 

increased for the latest style of media 

advertising. Also for this medium, to help 

enhance the adverts message, the logo 

is positioned to the bottom left of the 

page, above where the website address 

commonly sits.

As always, the Pulse should still be 

positioned 7.5mm from the bottom.  

The height of the Pulse should be two 

times the height of the logo. 

NOTE: Consideration should be given 

to the boundaries of the advert. For 

instance where the publication imposes 

their own page margins, the Pulse may 

be omitted in order to retain cleanliness.

Content arranged 

in 2 columns 

White base 

colour

Centred title/

headers Logo now 

positioned equal 

distance from the 

web address  as 

the web address 

from the pulse 

and 30mm from 

the left edge
Use of dCS  

stock images

15mm

30mm 15mm margin *

NOTE: This style of advert layout is used for both A4, A5, A6 &  

US Letter sized publications.  

* Dependent on the amount of content, the left and right margins 

can be reduced to the standard 15mm if extra space is required. 
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Examples of promotional literature use
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Manufactured in the UK by Data Conversion Systems Ltd  Unit 1, Buckingway Business Park, Anderson Road, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB24 4AE

At dCS we recognise that technology is 
constantly changing.

Our product architecture is completely flexible 
and modular allowing us to continually improve 
our products so music lovers can build and 
expand their dCS system over time. 

This means an investment in dCS will provide 
listeners with an unrivalled musical and technical 
performance now and long into the future.

Anticipate the Future

state of the art technology +  
flexible architecture +
simple updates

 info@dcsltd.co.uk |  dCSonlythemusic |  www.dcsltd.co.uk | www.onlythemusic.com
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performance >  the parts

Digital Processing Platform

The Digital Processing Platform 
is a powerful system built 
around state of the art Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays and 
Digital Signal Processing ICs.  

It allows almost any logical or signal 
processing function to be configured 
within the hardware simply by 
reprogramming the processor ICs. 

This arrangement is so flexible 
that it allows us to configure a 
multitude of products on the same 
hardware platform and, because 
it is programmable, it allows new 
functionality to be enabled by means 
of a simple software upgrade. It is this 
platform at the heart of dCS products 
that allow us to implement our unique 
signal processing and Ring DAC™ 
topologies that are the very essence 
of what makes our systems sound  
so wonderful.

 info@dcsltd.co.uk |  dCSonlythemusic |  www.dcsltd.co.uk | www.onlythemusic.com
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Fourier analysis, used throughout 
our development process, enables 
dCS engineers to identify artefacts 
invisible to other test techniques – 
a sort of Audio Microscope.  

With this sensitive tool at our disposal 
we are able to determine the cause of 
even the most subtle of degradations, 
improving performance way beyond 
what is possible using other techniques. 

At dCS we developed FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transform) test systems back in the 
1990s and our long history and deep 
understanding of its benefits means 
our systems offer unparalleled levels  
of accuracy.

Audio Microscope
dCS audio microscope = 25 years experience + F
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musicality  linearity + bandwidth

Ring DAC™

It is often the case in engineering that 
there comes a point beyond which the 
performance of an existing technology 
cannot practically be improved.  

When this happens further progress requires 
a totally new approach to be developed. 
This is exactly what happened when  
dCS invented the Ring DAC™. 

Our Ring DAC™ offers excellent linearity, 
most notably at the low levels where other  
DACs fail and, as a result, it delivers  
unrivalled technical performance. 

For you, the listener, this translates into 
a musical experience of breathtaking 
clarity and emotional intensity.
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Form Must Follow Function

inspirational products   
world class craftsmanship +  
state of the art technology

At dCS our ambition is to make world 
beating, life-enhancing products. 

Our design approach is to balance world 
class craftsmanship with leading edge 
technology. There is a rich history of ground 
breaking innovation inside every dCS unit 
and we only use materials and components 
that are of the very highest quality.
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Test and Test and Test Again

State of the art measured 
performance is our number  
one requirement.

For this reason we cannot use 
conventional test hardware and 
software because dCS products 
exceed the capability of standard 
test equipment. 

Every unit we manufacture is rigorously 
tested using dCS converter technology 
that has been designed, developed 
and improved throughout our life at 
the cutting edge of digital audio.

dCS audio microscope +  
25 years experience + 
bespoke test equipment

dCS blue is  

used as a  

highlight detail  

for the contact icons.
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musicality  linearity + bandwidth

Ring DAC™

It is often the case in engineering that 
there comes a point beyond which the 
performance of an existing technology 
cannot practically be improved.  

When this happens further progress requires 
a totally new approach to be developed. 
This is exactly what happened when  
dCS invented the Ring DAC™. 

Our Ring DAC™ offers excellent linearity, 
most notably at the low levels where other  
DACs fail and, as a result, it delivers  
unrivalled technical performance. 

For you, the listener, this translates into 
a musical experience of breathtaking 
clarity and emotional intensity.

MEDIA ADVERTISING

A dark grey background is introduced to work together with a suite of new photography  

to give a real sense of luxury to the dCS brand in this set of printed adverts. 

The structure of the page remains faithful to the guidelines with some minor developments. 

The main headline must always sit at the top of the page with the product directly beneath. 

The product information must sit below the image and can be either displayed as one or two 

columns. At the base of the page the dCS logo is moved to the right and situated directly 

next to the Pulse. This is for two reasons – to show a direct connection to the dCS name and  

the Pulse and to allow any body copy room to breath without the key message being lost. 

Finally, the contact details are positioned at the base of the page in a white bar to allow  

the viewer easy access to them.
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PULL UP BANNERS

The banners continue with the dark grey background style of the advertising to 

emphasise the dCS product imagery and luxury nature of the brand.

The dCS logo must sit at the top of the design so the company and brand is 

recognised instantly, with the photography positioned directly beneath.  

The images are large and impactful and are the main emphasis of the banners.  

At the base the Pulse is placed allowing the contact details to sit beneath it  

whilst the website address sits above to the left.

EXHIBITION STAND

For the larger exhibition panels the top bar device is introduced which allows for the main content 

to sit between this and the Pulse at the base of the panel. The dCS logo must be positioned on 

the right hand side so the company and brand is easily recognised. The main image must be 

positioned on the left with accompanying type set in two columns to the right. 

Please note that the name of the product and the names of the characters providing the quotes  

must be seen in bold.

Examples of promotional literature use
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ONLY THE MUSIC

The packaging for dCS products has been created to 

reflect our unique product design whilst complementing 

our visual brand identity. 

Care has been taken to ensure that the design of the 

packaging is aesthetically pleasing, as well as functional 

and effective. A package production style has emerged 

based on our corporate literature. This style provides 

packaging that is both a durable and effective.

When reproducing silver elements, these should be  

foil-blocked where budget permits.

09 >  Packaging 
 

General rules for packaging 

15mm

Data Conversion Systems Limited 

Mull House, Gt. Chesterford Court, 

Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden, 

Essex, CB10 1PF,  United Kingdom 

Tel:  +44 1799 531999

Fax:  +44 1799 531681

Email: info@dcsltd.co.uk 

www.dcsltd.co.uk

ONLY THE MUSIC

Remote Control

ONLY THE MUSIC

SLEEVE ACCESSORY PACK FRONT BACK 

Not to scale

Not to scale

The logo should be right justified, 15mm from the edge of the page. The vertical position should be 15mm from 

the top. The Pulse should be positioned 7.5mm from the bottom. The height of the Pulse should be two times 

the height of the logo. For packaging, the Pulse should be used on the cover side only. 

A style has also been created for the placement of the logo sign-off on the back of all packaging.  

Colours used as outlined in the Corporate Colours section of this manual.  

NOTE: When reproducing, all silver elements, where budget permits, should be foil-blocked.

7.5mm 7.5mm

15mm

15mm

15mm 15mm

15mm

15mm
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The dCS electronic media suite encompasses a range of 

media, from Powerpoint presentations to our corporate 

website. Used primarily as a product reference tool, the 

website also serves to reinforce our promotional literature 

by offering company information, publicity and service. 

As with online media a clean, minimal style has been 

adopted which offers greater flexibility for this constantly 

changing media. 

The general rules are outlined below. 

10 >  Electronic Media 
 

General rules for electronic media 

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION TEMPLATE ONLINE MEDIA

As with all of our literature, the logo should be positioned top left,  

with 15mm margin from both edges, the Pulse positioned accordingly.

NOTE: Unlike printed literature, the Pulse can be used on multiple pages.

Existing rules apply  

for Logo and Pulse 

positioning and margins

ONLY THE MUSIC
Title or Heading

Content 

arranged in 

2 columns, 

adhering  

to greater 

‘Pulse’ margin.

Title copy 

and related 

imagery. 

Existing rules 

apply for Logo 

and Pulse 

positioning and 

margins.

To reinforce 

a cleaner, 

uncluttered feel, 

white is used 

to be used as a 

base colour for 

online media.

Arial to be used 

in place of 

Helvetica Neue 

for online media

ONLINE LOGO SIZING 

To ensure our strapline can always be read, the minimum size our logo should be 

displayed online should be 100 pixels wide. The maximum suggested size is 200 

pixels wide.

ONLY THE MUSIC

100 px  

(not to scale)
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Welcome to dCS 

dCS Training Workbook 

Chris Hales 
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

Key Team Members 

David J Steven 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
 

Rav(een) Bawa 
EXPORT SALES MANAGER 

Stephen Hall 
SERVICE MANAGER 

Andy McHarg 
DIRECTOR OF SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 
 

Martin Reynolds 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
MANAGER 

Christine 
Downham 
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER 

dCS Training Workbook 

Vivaldi Digital Playback System 

CD / SACD Transport DAC 

Upsampler Master Clock 

dCS Training Workbook 

Technical 
Highlights 

Examples of electronic media use

POWERPOINT TRAINING PRESENTATION

This PowerPoint presentation is designed to follow in the style of the print advertising campaign for a 

consistent brand. The cover and main pages which introduce new sections are dark grey with large hero 

shots which are relevant to the subject matter, whist the remaining pages are set up to allow for informative 

and easy information to be viewed. 

The main content pages use dark grey bars, which are always present top and bottom, with a white section 

in-between containing the information and photography. The header bar contains the frame number and the 

page title, whilst the base bar will always contain the Pulse, dCS logo and web address.

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

A simple, clean yet informative newsletter design that utilises a crisp white 

background mirroring the printed datasheet style. 

The header and base bars are once again present and hold all of the 

information on the page. The dCS logo must be positioned top right for instant 

brand awareness followed beneath by the main newsletter title. 

Underneath the 

main title sits 

an image block 

that can use one 

large striking hero 

shot or multiple 

product images. 

The main body 

copy is spread 

across one full 

width column, 

except where a 

product has been 

introduced and 

will be shown 

on the left of the 

page. 

The base area 

contains contact 

information, with 

the dCS logo and 

Pulse to sign off.      

PRESS RELEASE

dCS launches Vivaldi  
Digital Playback System 
Redefining the state of the art in digital playback 

News Announcement
dCS are delighted to announce the launch of the dCS Vivaldi Digital Playback System – a new 
four box digital system which represents the pinnacle of our ‘no compromise’ approach to 
product design and sets a new standard for the future of digital audio playback.

Comprising separate Digital to Digital Upsampler, CD/SACD Transport, DAC and Master Clock in a 
powerful yet elegant industrial design Vivaldi is a radical redesign and major enhancement of the dCS 
architecture. The result is a digital system that is more powerful, flexible and musical than anything we 
have ever developed. 

Vivaldi achieves unrivalled measured performance by using the latest groundbreaking technology 
from dCS including next generation versions of the dCS Ring DAC™, Digital Processing Platform and 
Clocking System. 

Vivaldi has been designed to play music from any source and processes all high resolution musical 
formats up to DXD (24 bit data at 352.8 and 384kS/s) plus DSD. The optimised DSP filters and clocking 
architecture ensures listeners can extract every last nuance of musical detail and feeling by tuning the 
system to suit personal preference. 

Worldwide Launch Events 
Over the coming months the dCS team will be premiering Vivaldi across the globe. These events will 
feature a special in-depth presentation of the Vivaldi system and the dCS philosophy and dCS engineers 
will be on hand to demonstrate how you can achieve breathtaking musical performance from all your 
current and future digital sources.

Space is limited at a number of these events so please RSVP to confirm attendance.

United States Ears Nova, NYC
September 16-17 2012

United Kingdom National Audio Show
September 22-23 2012

Europe Top Audio 2012, Milan
September 13-16 2012

Brasil Ferrari Consulting, Sao Paolo
October 25-27 2012

Japan Tokyo International Audio Show
November 2-4 2012

About dCS 

Unsubscribe from this newsletter here.
If you have problems viewing this email view it online here.

Since 1987 dCS has been at the forefront of digital audio – 
creating world beating, life enhancing products that are a unique 
synthesis of exact science and creative imagination. Each of our 
award winning product ranges sets the standard within its class 
for technical excellence and musical performance. As a result 
our digital playback systems are unrivalled in their ability to make 
great music. 

All dCS products are designed and manufactured in the UK using 
only materials and components that are of the highest quality. A 
carefully judged balance of our unique heritage and world class 
engineering ensures there is a rich history of groundbreaking 
innovation inside every dCS system.

dCS products have been used in most of the major recording 
studios worldwide from Sony Classics, BBC, Gateway Mastering 
and Abbey Road; and by corporations from Sony to Philips, 
Panasonic and Walt Disney. dCS have been voted product of the 
year in audio magazines the world over, and artists from Kate 
Bush to Pink Floyd to the London Symphony Orchestra have 
recorded seminal albums using dCS equipment. Legendary 
audiophile recordings such as many of the Pentatone Classic 
SACDs and Mercury Living Presence collections were also 
created using dCS converters.
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Vivaldi DAC 
Vivaldi DAC utilises the next generation of the state of the art dCS 
Ring DAC™ which combines exceptional linearity with very high speed 
operation enabling it to deliver true 24 bit performance even at low signal 
levels. The new dCS Ring DAC™ incorporates a number of important 
technical advances that have resulted in enhanced dynamic range, 
reduced jitter, improved channel separation and greatly improved  
musical realism. 

Download the Product Datasheet.

Vivaldi Upsampler
Vivaldi Upsampler can access music from any digital source (PCM digital 
inputs, USB, UPnP network streaming, iPod™/iPhone™), converting the 
audio from its native sample rate to either high resolution DXD, DSD or 
standard high resolution PCM.  The array of independently selectable 
digital inputs and filter options in Vivaldi elevates the performance of Red 
Book CD from CD Players or high resolution audio from digital streamers 
and servers to a previously unsurpassed level. 

Download the Product Datasheet.

Vivaldi CD/SACD Transport
Vivaldi CD/SACD Transport has been designed to extract revelatory 
levels of detail from both CD and SACD. Featuring a Dual AES output that 
supports DSD or DXD a completely new chassis design provides separate 
power circuits for the digital processing and CD/SACD mechanism 
sections, resulting in near silent operation.  

Download the Product Datasheet.

Vivaldi Master Clock
Vivaldi Master Clock features two banks of clock outputs capable of 
outputting different frequencies improving ease of use and minimising 
jitter.  Used as part of the Vivaldi digital playback system it improves on 
an already spectacular sound and takes it into an entirely new domain. 
Images snap into sharper focus, the music displays a substantially 
greater sense of authority and power as well as, most importantly, offering 
noticeably higher resolution of detail. 

Download the Product Datasheet.
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PRESS RELEASE

dCS launches Vivaldi  
Digital Playback System 
Redefining the state of the art in digital playback 

News Announcement
dCS are delighted to announce the launch of the dCS Vivaldi Digital Playback System – a new 
four box digital system which represents the pinnacle of our ‘no compromise’ approach to 
product design and sets a new standard for the future of digital audio playback.

Comprising separate Digital to Digital Upsampler, CD/SACD Transport, DAC and Master Clock in a 
powerful yet elegant industrial design Vivaldi is a radical redesign and major enhancement of the dCS 
architecture. The result is a digital system that is more powerful, flexible and musical than anything we 
have ever developed. 

Vivaldi achieves unrivalled measured performance by using the latest groundbreaking technology 
from dCS including next generation versions of the dCS Ring DAC™, Digital Processing Platform and 
Clocking System. 

Vivaldi has been designed to play music from any source and processes all high resolution musical 
formats up to DXD (24 bit data at 352.8 and 384kS/s) plus DSD. The optimised DSP filters and clocking 
architecture ensures listeners can extract every last nuance of musical detail and feeling by tuning the 
system to suit personal preference. 

Worldwide Launch Events 
Over the coming months the dCS team will be premiering Vivaldi across the globe. These events will 
feature a special in-depth presentation of the Vivaldi system and the dCS philosophy and dCS engineers 
will be on hand to demonstrate how you can achieve breathtaking musical performance from all your 
current and future digital sources.

Space is limited at a number of these events so please RSVP to confirm attendance.

United States Ears Nova, NYC
September 16-17 2012

United Kingdom National Audio Show
September 22-23 2012

Europe Top Audio 2012, Milan
September 13-16 2012

Brasil Ferrari Consulting, Sao Paolo
October 25-27 2012

Japan Tokyo International Audio Show
November 2-4 2012

About dCS 

Unsubscribe from this newsletter here.
If you have problems viewing this email view it online here.

Since 1987 dCS has been at the forefront of digital audio – 
creating world beating, life enhancing products that are a unique 
synthesis of exact science and creative imagination. Each of our 
award winning product ranges sets the standard within its class 
for technical excellence and musical performance. As a result 
our digital playback systems are unrivalled in their ability to make 
great music. 

All dCS products are designed and manufactured in the UK using 
only materials and components that are of the highest quality. A 
carefully judged balance of our unique heritage and world class 
engineering ensures there is a rich history of groundbreaking 
innovation inside every dCS system.

dCS products have been used in most of the major recording 
studios worldwide from Sony Classics, BBC, Gateway Mastering 
and Abbey Road; and by corporations from Sony to Philips, 
Panasonic and Walt Disney. dCS have been voted product of the 
year in audio magazines the world over, and artists from Kate 
Bush to Pink Floyd to the London Symphony Orchestra have 
recorded seminal albums using dCS equipment. Legendary 
audiophile recordings such as many of the Pentatone Classic 
SACDs and Mercury Living Presence collections were also 
created using dCS converters.
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operation enabling it to deliver true 24 bit performance even at low signal 
levels. The new dCS Ring DAC™ incorporates a number of important 
technical advances that have resulted in enhanced dynamic range, 
reduced jitter, improved channel separation and greatly improved  
musical realism. 
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inputs, USB, UPnP network streaming, iPod™/iPhone™), converting the 
audio from its native sample rate to either high resolution DXD, DSD or 
standard high resolution PCM.  The array of independently selectable 
digital inputs and filter options in Vivaldi elevates the performance of Red 
Book CD from CD Players or high resolution audio from digital streamers 
and servers to a previously unsurpassed level. 
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Vivaldi CD/SACD Transport
Vivaldi CD/SACD Transport has been designed to extract revelatory 
levels of detail from both CD and SACD. Featuring a Dual AES output that 
supports DSD or DXD a completely new chassis design provides separate 
power circuits for the digital processing and CD/SACD mechanism 
sections, resulting in near silent operation.  

Download the Product Datasheet.

Vivaldi Master Clock
Vivaldi Master Clock features two banks of clock outputs capable of 
outputting different frequencies improving ease of use and minimising 
jitter.  Used as part of the Vivaldi digital playback system it improves on 
an already spectacular sound and takes it into an entirely new domain. 
Images snap into sharper focus, the music displays a substantially 
greater sense of authority and power as well as, most importantly, offering 
noticeably higher resolution of detail. 

Download the Product Datasheet.
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10 >  Electronic Media 
 

Examples of electronic media use

WEBSITE

The website design is a continuation to promote the dCS brand. Using new photography and a mix of black and white 

throughout to promote luxury, the site marries clear and concise information with striking imagery. The home page utilises 

a selection of this photography as large background hero shots, supported by the latest news article, keeping the design 

very clean and effective.

The main navigation is positioned at the top of the page in a white bar allowing for easy navigation for the viewer, whilst full 

page images and multiple shots are combined with copy to give key information on sub pages about the product range, 

the company and its philosophy.

In this instance the Pulse is omitted to retain cleanliness on screen and to maximum the responsive user experience.
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10 >  Electronic Media 
 

Examples of electronic media use

TV screen image 
is low res library 
shot - High res to 
be purchased

VIDEO

Following on from the success of Vivaldi, a dCS video was produced to showcase it. The film shows not only the stunning range  

of processes used but also the detail, quality and dedication that goes into making Vivaldi. Continuing the visual style established,  

it contains beautiful shot angles, varying speeds and wonderful macro views.

An outstanding piece of classical music perfectly compliments the filmed elements supporting the high end luxurious feel.  

On this occasion the corporate font was omitted and replaced with a serif font to reflect this more closely. 

The video was produced at HD 1920 x 1080px to allow for optimum viewing across all screen sizes. The Pulse was also omitted 

to retain cleanliness on screen.
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Great photography is a key part of dCS’s visual brand 

identity. It is essential that only professionally taken product 

imagery is used to maintain a high level of quality. 

dCS product images should be presented in clean and 

prominent fashion with no use of colour overlay tints 

or feathered edges. Clarity and definition is of prime 

importance when displaying our products and, therefore, 

careful consideration needs to be given in choosing  

the appropriate image for a particular medium.

Each product has its own a library of professionally-shot 

images. These include side, front and rear elevations 

perspective and macro shots. All images are taken in  

a studio setting and can be cut-out when necessary.

Images are available in low, medium and high resolution 

files. The latest, high-resolution images can be requested 

from dCS.

11 >  Photography
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Examples of our product photography
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Examples of our creative photography

11 >  Photography



For any queries, contact the dCS Brand Guardian by  
clicking here, or telephone +44 1799 531999
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